Press ‘DELETE’ and Move Forward
Today is a special day. It marks the beginning of changes for you. Changes for the better. Changes
with relief from the pain and pressure of the past. Pressure will still mount, but it will be different
pressure. As you rely on me it will seem like there’s no pressure (no burden) at all because I will
carry it for you. Yes, training; and yes travel. Also, community.
I know [starting a Kingdom] community has been a challenge for you and you’ve baulked at it.
Thank you for being so open and honest about it. However, this is the path you must travel ‘today’, in
these Last Days as my Bride must be in unity – in family together. Take courage; be strong. Move
ahead wisely with this task I have given you. It will not be easy and it will be fraught with
danger/issues. But, it’s where your feet must tread. Don’t look at the end product and try to image
it as you’ll miss the mark and be discouraged. Just focus on the ‘here-&-now’ and do what I show
you to do. Don’t try to link in with XXXX 1 or other [communities], leave that to me. Just draw people
in to community and teach them and train them what I show you. I will show you great and
magnificent things and these must be translated to others as ‘food’ so that they mature – mature
quickly.
Yes, time is short as you rightly proclaim, but don’t get ‘hung up’ on that. Think ‘longevity’. Think
‘future’. Think ‘posterity’ and you’ll be on the right track. It will keep you more even-keeled so you
don’t get ‘up-tight’.
Relax in me and let me ‘drive’. I’m not expecting you to do everything, just partner with me and go
with me. Remember, we are “joined at the hip”, so we do things together. However, it’s not an even
(balanced) partnership. I don’t need you to carry half the load – that’s not your job. You just have to
flow with me, and trust me and Father, to endow you and supply you so you can complete your side
of the contractual arrangement. I say “contractual” because you’ve agreed to be part of my team –
just like a contract, but a spoken agreement of the body, soul and spirit.
Yes, we are one and you are moving ahead OK. Relax over the next few days and strengthen yourself
in your inner man for what’s ahead this coming year and in the future. Don’t take your eyes off me.
Push through the dryness. Don’t let the enemy distract you or derail you. You are strong, but not that
strong that you are invincible – your ‘flesh’ still has too much sway. Keep in line with me and you’ll
see the results. Persevere and all will be well. There will be trials and testing, but this is ‘par for the
course’ as you know. You understand this well and you understand your connectedness to me is
essential for success.
Carry on my son and see what I have for you open up in front of you. All is not lost because of your
failures. Press ‘delete’ and move forward as I’ve shown you.
Love you.
PS: Thank you for journalling what I’m saying to you. You need this encouragement. Don’t give up on
it as it will be vital for you in the future. Keep an eye on your family. The enemy’s plan is to take
them out – turn them aside. Be strong for them and contend for them. They need your support even
though they don’t ask for it. Just doing what you’re doing is keeping them focussed – unintendedly 2 –
on the vital issues. Draw them into fellowship and I will release them and your grandchildren to you.
Be blessed (encouraged) at this.
(Words in brackets are what I understood in my spirit immediately I was given something to write)
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1 – Name removed for their privacy
2 – Not deliberately intending to do it (i.e. unintentionally)
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